2 . In those gain scheduling designs, the LPV system is expressed or approximated by a polytopic model which is constructed by a linear combination of multiple LTI models at the vertices of the operating region 1 . Then, the constraints in the gain scheduling control design are expressed by linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) 3 . A gain scheduling controller is obtained by solving the LMIs numerically. Unfortunately, in general it is not always possible to exactly transform an LPV system into a polytopic model. It depends on the structure of the LPV system 4 . One of the simplest ways for constructing a polytopic model is that multiple operating points are first chosen on the range of the varying parameters, an LTI model is obtained at each operating point, and a polytopic model is then constructed by interpolating between the operating points 1 . However, the polytopic model may contain an error in the interpolated region, although it depends on the interpolating function. The error is one of causes of conservative controllers. Therefore, it is worthwhile to obtain a polytopic model which is suitable for the original LPV system.
The aim of this paper is to obtain a desirable polytopic model for an LPV aircraft system.
Since an polytopic model is constructed by interpolating between the operating points as mentioned above, it may not suitably express the behavior of the original LPV system over the entire operating region. In this paper, a desirable polytopic model is found by a system identification technique 5 . The system identification technique used in this paper is the prediction error method based on the quadratic criterion error in the time domain 5 . This paper modifies the standard prediction error method for LTI models to the parameter estimation of polytopic models. The modified prediction error method is applied to the longitudinal linearized equation of aircraft where the flight velocity is the varying parameter. The estimated polytopic model is evaluated by the time response and the ν-gap metric, which is a criterion associated with the model uncertainty 6 .
Polytopic Model and Objective of Parameter Estimation
Let us consider a continuous-time LPV system given by 
Eq. (1) is called a polytopic model, where
r¡ are the weighting functions satisfying the following relations.
τ i is a frozen varying parameter and is called the i-th operating point. 
The polytopic model is one of blended multiple models 7 ¡ 8 in which the varying parameter depends on the input and/or the state. In the polytopic model considered in this paper, the varying parameter τ is independent of these, but depends on time t.
As pointed out in Section 1, in general it is not always possible to exactly transform an LPV system into a polytopic model. It depends on the structure of the LPV system. One of methods for constructing a polytopic model is that r frozen τ i i
r¡ ; that is, the operating points are chosen on the range of τ. A local LTI model is obtained at each operating point. A polytopic model is then constructed by interpolating between the operating points. However, a model error may be included in the interpolated region.
There are options for constructing the polytopic form (2) associated with the operating points and the weighting functions. In the former, when the number of the operating points is increased, the model error is decreased 9 , but the polytopic model is complicated. In the latter, there are a number of candidates for the weighting functions satisfying Eqs. (3a) and (3b).
One of the simplest weight functions is a triangular function whose center is at the operating point as shown in Fig. 1 . Other weighting functions are introduced in Ref. 10 ). This paper does not discuss the selection of the weighting functions, furthermore. Anyway, it is assumed that the number of the operating points is determined and the weighting functions w i τ
The objective of this paper is summarized as follows; using the input-and the output-data measured from the original LPV system v t
and the varying parameter τ t¡ , estimate p times r parameters ξ l
r¡ in the polytopic form (2) so that the output of the model denoted byŷ t ¡ is fitted to the output-data y t ¡ as close as possible. To avoid over-parameterized estimation 11 , the size of ξ is restricted as
whereñ y is the number of the output elements which are independent in the sense of the linear operator. A simple method for estimating the parameters is that the parameter estimation is done at each local LTI model by using data which are obtained at each operating point. However, when τ t 
Prediction Error Method for Polytopic Model
This section shows the estimation computation in which the prediction error method for LTI models is modified for the case of polytopic models. Compared to the case of LTI models, there are two novelties in the case of polytopic models: the first is that the number of the estimation parameters is proportional to the number of chosen operating points. The second is an assumption on the discretization of the predictor and the gradient. In fact, both of them are caused to increase the computational burden on the parameter estimation.
Predictor
A predictor of a polytopic model Eq. (1) with Eq. (2) is given by
where
is a filter gain which is given so that A c τ
becomes a stable matrix. Using Eq. (2) and giving
by the following polytopic form:
Eq. (6) is then written as
where z t¡
Discretization
When the data z t¡ used for estimation are sampled by a constant time period T , a discrete representation of Eq. (8) is derived under an assumption that τ t ¡ is frozen for each sampling interval;
are constant for a fixed ξ . Applying the zero order hold discretization to Eq. (8), the following piecewise discrete-time predictor is obtained.
x kT
For convenience, hereafter, the notation 'kT ' inx,ŷ and z is replaced by 't' and τ k is written as τ t in the discrete-time representation.
Quadratic function and Gauss-Newton method
Let N be the number of the sampled data. The data set Z N is defined as
The function to be minimized is given by the following a quadratic function
where e t £ ξ ¡ is the prediction error vector defined as
Then, the estimated parameter is obtained aŝ
Since the estimation parameter ξ is implicitly included in the prediction error e t
be explicitly expressed with respect to ξ . The minimization of J N is then done numerically by an iterative calculation. In this paper, the Gauss-Newton method is used to search a ξ minimizing J N . For convenience, let the estimation parameter vector of the polytopic model be collectively denoted as
is called the Hessian and is usually invertible. µ k is the step size.
Gradient
Differentiating the piecewise discrete-time predictor (10) with respect to ξ l ∂x t
The derivatives of
where δ l ¡ i is a small positive value.
Before closing this section, some comments on the estimation computation will be given.
The procedure of the computation described in this paper is essentially the same as that for LTI models except the following two points: one is that the number of the estimation parameters is proportional to the number of the operating points. Another is that the discretization for the predictor and the gradient calculation; that is, Eqs. (10) 
Identification Simulation of LPV Aircraft System
This section presents an identification simulation of an LPV aircraft system. The estimated parameters in the linearized aircraft equations are the stability and control derivatives (SCDs) which express linear contributions of the perturbed velocities and the angular rates to the aerodynamic forces or moments. The SCDs are varied according to the flight conditions; that is, the flight velocity and the altitude. This section demonstrates the identification simulation of an LPV aircraft system when the flight condition is varying.
An LPV aircraft system for the longitudinal motion and a polytopic model are first shown in the following subsection. The estimation of the SCDs in the LTI and the polytopic models is shown in the next. The estimated models are evaluated by the time response and the ν-gap metric 6 which is one of measures of model error.
LPV aircraft system for longitudinal motion
In steady flight, the dynamics of aircraft can be generally divided into two parts; the longitudinal and the lateral motions. This paper considers the identification of the longitudinal motion which is regarded as an LPV system. The longitudinal motion in the continuous-time is expressed as the following linearized equations: 
a continuous-time LPV system (1) for the longitudinal motion of aircraft is then written as
where matrices in Eq. (26) are given by 
Collecting the SCDs, the estimation parameter vector in the LPV system is given by
The elements of y t ¡ are selected to avoid the over-parameterized estimation 11 . 
The number of the estimation parameters is then 11 2 ¢ 22.
Data for parameter estimation
In the identification simulation, the flight velocity was changed in the range of Eq. (24).
As an example, it was considered a situation that the flight velocity V t¡ in the continuous-time was constantly accelerated as
where a v was the acceleration. The input was given by a random binary signal. Using the flight velocity and the random input, the output-data were generated by the LPV aircraft system (26) which was converted to the discrete-time representation at each sampling as shown in discretization of the predictor in Section 3.2. The SCDs of the LPV aircraft system at each sampling were obtained by an analytical method based on the quasi-steady aerodynamic theory.
They were given by 13
where m was the mass of aircraft, S the main wing area, c the main wing chord, and b the main wing span. C L was the lift coefficient. C xu , C mα , etc. were the non-dimensional stability and control derivatives and were obtained from the structural parameters of the aircraft 13 
Parameter estimation results
(1) LTI model case Table 1 The root mean square (RMS) of the prediction error for each output channel is used to evaluate the outputs of the models quantitatively. The RMS indicates the averaged amplitude of the prediction error. Table 2 shows the RMS of the prediction error for each output channel of the initial and the estimated LTI models, where e u , e α and e θ are the prediction errors of
x-axis velocity, the angle of attack and the pitch angle, respectively. Although the estimated LTI model showed smaller values of the RMS than the initial LTI model, it was not enough to be acceptable.
The ν-gap metric is one of criteria measuring the model error in the frequency domain.
It had been introduced in robust control theories associated with the stability margin 6 . Let
be the transfer function of the LPV system where the varying parameter is V . Let P lti s¡ be that of the initial or the estimated LTI model. The ν-gap metric between P l pv s£ V ¡ and P lti s¡ is defined as
where σ Figure 4 shows the outputs of the initial and the estimated polytopic models. The response of the estimated polytopic model was better fitted to the output-data than that of the initial polytopic model. It was also seen in the RMS as shown in Table 4 .
Letting P poly s£ V ¡ be the transfer function of the initial or the estimated polytopic model, Summarizing the identification simulation which has been shown so far, the polytopic model was more suitable for expressing the behavior of the LPV aircraft system than the LTI model from the viewpoints of the time and the frequency responses. Applying the prediction error method to the polytopic model, the parameters of the polytopic model were adjusted so as to fit the response of the model to that of the original LPV system and make the model error small over the entire flight region.
(3) Response for other input-data and varying parameter
The estimated polytopic models was evaluated by using other input-data and the varying parameter. Table 5 shows the RMS of the prediction error in which different random binary signals were used as the inputdata and the varying parameter; that is, the flight velocity V t ¡ was given by the following three types: increase, decrease and sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 6 . The RMS of the prediction error was not constant for each trial since the input-data were given by different random binary signals at each trial. Therefore, the values of the RMS in Table 5 are the ten-trial-average for each type
Compared to the prediction error by using the estimation input-data, the errors were increased by using different input-data and different types of V t ¡ . In particular, the change of the varying parameter to "Decreased" and "Sinusoidal" was influenced on the prediction error. 
"Original" means the reduction ratio when the estimation input-data was used. Except the RMS of e u in the sinusoidal case, the prediction error of the estimated polytopic model was reduced compared to the initial model. This means that the parameter estimation of polytopic models is effective in improving the quality of the model.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has the presented a parameter estimation method of continuous-time polytopic models for an LPV aircraft system. The prediction error method for LTI models was modified for polytopic models. The modified prediction error method was applied to the parameter estimation of an LPV aircraft system whose varying parameter was the flight velocity and estimation parameters were the stability and control derivatives (SCDs). In an identification simulation, the SCDs of the initial polytopic model were adjusted so as to fit the response of the model to the data obtained from the LPV aircraft system. The polytopic model was more suitable for expressing the behavior of the LPV system than the LTI model from the viewpoints of the time response (prediction error) and the frequency response (ν-gap metric).
A polytopic model is used as an approximated representation for nonlinear systems in which the reference trajectory is given in advance 9 ¢ ¡ 15 . The presented technique is applicable for adjusting the models of such nonlinear systems. In this paper, the weighting functions were assumed to be given in advance. Including the parameters of the weighting functions into the estimation parameters, the quality of the estimated polytopic model will be improved. This is 
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